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ABSTRACT
In Modern Chinese, shì is found as part of the composition of a set of
connectives, e.g. kČshì ‘but,’ yàoshì ‘if.’ The previous research (Dong
2004, etc.) assumes that the development of the set underwent the process
of lexicalization (Lehmann 2002): the syntactic strings [Y COP] lost their
internal constituency and fused into one unit over time. This paper,
however, in the light of Brinton and Traugott’s (2005) criteria for
distinguishing lexicalization and grammaticalization, and Traugott and
Trousdale’s (2013) hypothesis of constructionalization, argues that the
copula shì coalescing with the preceding lexemes and changing into a
bound morpheme underwent grammatical constructionalization rather
than what Lehmann calls lexicalization. I argue that the process of change
involves grammatical constructionalization, based on the analyses
of generality/schematicity, productivity and compositionality. I also
_________________________________
Abbreviations This paper uses the following abbreviations: ASSOC = Associative; CL =
Classifier; COP = Copula; EMP = Emphatic; FM = Focus marker; INTERR=Interrogative;
NOM = Nominalization/Nominalizer; NP = Noun phrase; PERF = Perfective; PL1 = First person
Plural; PL3= Third person Plural; PTCL= Particle; REL = Relativizer; RES = Resultative; S =
Clause; SEM = Semantics; SG1 =First person singular; SG2 = Second person singular; SG3 =
Third person singular; VP = Verbal phrase.
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consider pragmatic inferencing and analogy to be the motivation and
reanalysis, analogization and subjectification to be the mechanisms of the
process of constructionalization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Modern Chinese, ᱟ shì as a free morpheme is widely
considered to be the linking verb, the copula (Wang L. 1937, Li &
Thompson 1981, Zhan & Sun 2013, etc.), yet it is also found as a bound
form in a set of connectives. For example, in (1a), shì attaches to kČ,
which was an emphatic adverb or a contrastive connective in Classical as
well as Modern Chinese and they together form a disyllabic connective
kČshì ‘but’. Shì attaches to the adverb hái ‘also’ in (1b) where they
together form a connective háishì ‘or,’ denoting an alternative question.
(1)

a.

Ԇ
㲭❦
ᖸ ェ,
ਟᱟ ᖸ ᴹ ᘇ≄
tƗ
suƯrán hČn qióng, kČshì hČn yԁu zhìqì
SG3 although very poor, but very have ambition
‘He was very poor, but he was very ambitious.’
(NOTE: Unless otherwise noted, all English translations in
examples are by the author)

b.


㾱
்
ˈ 䘈ᱟ ்
㥦˛
nӿ yào hƝ
kƗfƝi , háishì hƝ chá
SG2 want drink coffee, or
drink tea
‘Do you want to drink coffee or tea?’

The copula shì emerged from the demonstrative pronoun in
Archaic Chinese 1 (Wang L. 1937, Peyraube and Wiebusch 1994,
Pulleyblank 1995, Shi and Li 2001, Chang 2006, etc.), and was expanded
to mark contrastive focus when the cleft construction came into being
(Zhan 2012). It seems the copula shì underwent further development and
changed into a bound morpheme forming part of the connectives through
coalescence with the preceding lexeme. A number of questions arise
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ᨀ㾱
൘⧠ԓ≹䈝ѝ, “ᱟ”ᱟа㓴䘎᧕䇽ྲ“ਟᱟ”“նᱟ”Ⲵ㓴ᡀ䜘࠶ǄࡽӪⲴ
⹄ウ˄㪓⿰㣣 2004 ㅹ˅䇔Ѫ䘉а㌫ࡇ䘎䇽Ⲵਁኅ㓿শҶ䇽≷ॆ䗷〻
˄Lehmann 2002˅ণ㔃ᶴᆇㅖѢ[Y COP]䲿⵰ᰦ䰤᧘〫䙀⑀ཡ৫ҶԆ
Ԝ Ⲵ  䜘 㓴 ਸ ᙗ ᒦ 㶽 ਸ ᡀ а њ 䈝 ㍐ অ ս Ǆ ᵜ ᮷ 䟷 ⭘ Brinton and
Traugott (2005) ४ ࠶ 䇽 ≷ ॆ ઼ 䈝 ⌅ ॆ Ⲵ ḷ ߶ , ԕ ৺ Traugott and
Trousdale (2013)Ⲵᶴᔿॆ⨶䇪, 䇪䇱Ҷ㌫䇽“ᱟ”䐏ࡽ䶒Ⲵ䈝㍐ Y 㔃ਸ,
ਈᡀ㋈⵰䈝㍐㓿শҶ䈝⌅ᶴᔿॆ㘼䶎 Lehmann ᡰ䉃Ⲵ䇽≷ॆǄᵜ᮷Ӿ
മᔿᙗˈ㜭ӗᙗ઼㓴ਸᙗ䘉йњᶴᔿॆ㔤ᓖᶕ䇪䇱䈕ਈॆᱟњ䈝⌅ᶴ
ᔿॆ䗷〻ˈᒦᤷࠪ䈝⭘᧘⍻઼㊫∄ᱟ䈕ਈॆⲴࣘഐˈ㘼䟽ᯠ࠶᷀ˈ㊫
∄ॆ઼ѫ㿲ॆࡉᱟ䈕ਈॆⲴᵪࡦǄ
ѫ仈䇽
䘎䇽 䇽≷ॆ ᶴᔿॆ
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